INTRODUCTION

Exploring the Universe from Argentina

In this publication the four major international projects in astrophysics and cosmology being developed in Argentina are described: QUBIC and LLAMA in the Puna of the province of Salta, the Pierre Auger Observatory and ANDES in the region of Cuyo.

The Pierre Auger Observatory is the largest observatory of cosmic rays in the world developed by a collaboration of about 400 scientists, engineers and technicians from 17 countries. The construction of the Observatory in the Departments of Malargüe and San Rafael of the Province of Mendoza, on a flat area at 1340−1610m above sea level spanning a surface of thousands square kilometers was concluded in 2008. Its purpose is the study of cosmic rays that are massive, charged particles coming from beyond the solar system. Of topical interest in Particle Physics and High Energy Astrophysics are the cosmic rays of the highest known energies, up to few times 10^20 electron-volts, nearly one hundred million times the highest energies produced so far by the most powerful accelerator on Earth. The ultimate origin and the full detailed properties of those ultra-high energy particles remain open questions. Cosmic rays with energies greater than few times 10^20 electron volts have not been observed, and it is not known whether this is due to suppression in the propagation of cosmic rays in the intergalactic medium, or if it is due to an exhaustion of the injection power of astrophysical sources in nature. It is expected that an answer of this fundamental question will be found by the observatory’s current upgrade called AugerPrime. It began in 2015, with a planned complete installation in 2022, and will operate for over a decade. The protagonist role of Argentine institutions, scientists, engineers and technicians in the successful realization of this project, provides our country with an excellent international reputation and is an example to follow to host future international projects.

ANDES (Agua Negra Deep Experiment Site) is a Deep Underground Laboratory (DUL) project, foreseen as an international laboratory to be constructed in the planned Agua Negra tunnel that will connect the San Juan Argentine province to the Coquimbo province in Chile. The main scientific motivation is to find the properties of dark matter and neutrinos. Dark matter is thought to account for approximately 85% of the matter in the Universe, and it is believed to be composed of particles that do not absorb, reflect, or emit light, so dark matter cannot be detected by electromagnetic radiation. Neutrinos are elusive subatomic particles that zip through the cosmos at nearly the speed of light and that only interact via the weak subatomic force and gravity. To avoid the intense background of penetrating cosmic rays that makes difficult the detection of the weakly interacting dark matter and neutrino particles, DULs that use a great overload of rock as natural protection have been constructed in the Northern Hemisphere. ANDES would be the first DUL to be constructed in the Southern Hemisphere with more than 1000m of overburden. ANDES will be important to study the transformation of one neutrino species (flavor) into another one in media with varying mass density, which may lead to the explanation of the cosmological dominance of matter over antimatter in the present Universe. Furthermore, a DUL in the Southern Hemisphere will be necessary to know whether a tentative detection of dark matter signal modulation is due to the movement of the Earth around the Sun or to possible seasonal atmospheric effects. Besides contributions to fundamental physics, astrophysics and cosmology, ANDES will allow unique experimental possibilities for a diversity of other disciplines.

LLAMA (Large Latin American Millimeter Array). In the 1980’s, new horizons for ground-based astrophysics and cosmology by the observation of the Universe at millimeter wavelengths were open thanks to the development of new technological capabilities. To take advantage of those new capabilities, in the 1990’s a preliminarily search began in the provinces of Salta and Jujuy for the dry and high-altitude sites that are needed for sub-millimeter/millimeter observations. To install an antenna for sub-millimeter/millimeter observations (LLAMA), such early searches were followed systematically during several years by meteorological and topographical campaigns in different locations of the Puna by the Argentine Institute for Radio Astronomy (IAR), with instrumentation lent by the National Autonomous University of Mexico (UNAM). Two potential sites were identified. To comply with the required atmospheric and logistic conditions for the installation of the LLAMA antenna, it was finally chosen a site called Alto Chorrillos at 4832m altitude, about 18 km in straight line from the small town of San Antonio de los Cobres, in the Puna of the province of Salta.
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Félix Mirabel proposed in December 2007 to the Ministry of Science and Technology of Argentina the idea of the project LLAMA described in this publication, initiating the steps for the financial participation of Brazil in this project. As scientific researcher, Mirabel has been principal driver in the discoveries of three new classes of cosmic objects: Microquasars, which are objects of topical interest in High Energy Astrophysics, and Ultraluminous Infrared Galaxies, and Tidal Dwarf Galaxies. In the last decade, Mirabel has concentrated his research in Cosmology, working on the role of astrophysical high energy sources at cosmic dawn. Because of his scientific contributions he received several distinctions in Europe, USA and Argentina: The Doctorate Honoris Causa from the University of Barcelona, the Prize on Scientific Excellence of the French Atomic Energy Commission, the “Grand Prize Deslandes” of the French Academy of Sciences, the Rossi Prize of the High Energy Division of the American Astronomical Society, the EPSCOR Prize for...
Science Productivity of the National Science Foundation of USA, and the Guggenheim fellowship to finance his research at Caltech. In Argentina he received the Houssay Prize of MinCyT for the Trajectory, the Konex foundation Prize for research in Physics and Astronomy in the 2000-2010 decade, and the Dr. Sahade Prize of the Argentine Astronomical Association in 2018. Félix Mirabel was born in Uruguay and is a naturalized citizen of Argentina. After finishing high school in Montevideo, obtained a Ph.D. in Astronomy at the University of La Plata, and the title of Professor of Philosophy from the University of Buenos Aires. In March 1976, he leaves to England as a post-doc fellow at the Jodrell Bank Radio Observatory, financed by fellowships of the British Council and the University of Manchester. Two years later he moved to the USA carrying out research at several institutions: as post-doc at the University of Maryland, as associate researcher at Caltech, and as Professor of Physics at the University of Puerto Rico with research at the Arecibo Radio Observatory. Before his return to Argentina, he moved back to Europe becoming Director of Research at the French Atomic Commission, from where he was later commissioned as Representative and Director of the Office of Science in Chile of the European Southern Observatories (ESO). At present, Mirabel is emeritus Researcher of the National Research Council of Argentina at the Institute of Astronomy and Space Physics in Buenos Aires, and member of the National Academy of Exact, Physical and Natural Sciences of Argentina.
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